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About This Content

Add nervous_testpilot's "Music for Code EP" to Frozen Synapse plus get MP3 and FLAC downloads.

Music for Code is an exploration of several variations on nervous_testpilot's electronica sound, incorporating lo-fi glitchy tones
as well as expressive complex synthesis.

Consists of 5 tracks.

1. Why You Got to Be 03:50
2. Make the Symbols Work 05:18

3. Music for Code 05:38
4. Wishbone 04:52
5. I Thought 02:23
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An interesting line puzzle.. I dont rly know whats the problem with the game, my game didnt crashed like some people said and
i playing for a bit alredy.

Love the game and im happy for the PC Version :)
. A very relaxing expernice, its short and quick but it aint bad at all. An indonesian game project and a nice take at a digital
comic. I really hoping for text but the fact that its not in Indonesian, Malay, or English but just pictures just felt right. I liked
how we did not interefere and as an audience was able to see the characters from afar. Youth just doing their stuff and talking
with their parents or their grandparents. Those kids Ibu and ayah seemed proud, but I would really like to see a story or an
animation around this even if its in malay or indonesian if you fgot subs.
Thanks for this cool expernice in this hot summer.
Wow can't post review becaused i finshed the thing in 1 min lol :)
Family family family so happy i have one. Brilliant concept and an amazing viewpoint.
Play as the New World Order for the next 200 years, saving or destroying the planet.. The Great Advetures is a text based game
in the "Choose your own adventure" book style. The goal of the game is to win the "Great Tournament" and save the land from
the bad guys.

The story places your character as the Squire for one of the strongest knights in the land. As such, your character is thrown into
choices of all kinds from political, miltitary, loyalty, as well as normal choices like friends, girlfriends, and marraige. The story
is well written (albiet with a handful of typos) and you care about the characters. There are several RPG stats which are affected
based on your choices. Many of you choices make an immediate difference, while others make a difference down the road.

I found the leveling to be accurate. Easy is Easy and Hard is Hard. The RPG elements include attributes (STR, INT, etc) and
skills (Archery, Riding, Melee, etc). The stats become harder to obtain at the harder levels. That stats are used througout the
game, and if you don't have enough stats in a certain situation, you fail or sometimes even die. Also, don't forget about making
friends, as that will be very helpful at the end of the game.

The game can be tedious at times especially on replays as you have go through the litany of choices again and again and it may
take you 10 minutes of clicking to get back to the point where you want to be.

If you like a fantasy story, story and characters will keep you interested the first times you play it, but the decisions and
challenge will keep you playing it. In the end, this an inexpensive story game that can keep you diverted for 5+ hours. If you
ever can't decide between playing a game or finding a book, give this a try. I enjoyed it.. sad that poly bridge took this game and
bumped the gfx up and they get all the credit. I`ve never seen such disregard for a game from the developers. I heard rumors
that the devs set this up in early access for a quick cash grab and moved on to another game, identical in all aspects; to release
again in early access. That being said, I can honestly believe it now by how poorly managed this game is... with zero support.
This game should not even be in early access or steam anymore, but thrown back in the garbage in which it was pulled from.

shame on steam for allowing these types of developers to run rampant and clearly take users money with no return on
investment. This game will never leave EA and is disgusting that there is even a premium subscription for such an under
developed and forgotten game.

it is not even worth my time to do a proper pros and cons review.
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Let's see, how best to describe this...
It starts you off with a game menu where you can fall off the screen and die while not even being in the game. There's a teasing
"settings" label but no key or "cube way" to get to it. This means you can't even remap the movement keys. There's no tutorial,
no manual, no explanation of the game mechanics or the basics, AT ALL.
Sorry, dev(s), but there's only so much mind-reading you can expect from your potential players. I instantly regretted this
purchase after getting frustrated with the game controls and lack of purpose 5 minutes in.

Definitely not recommended unless the game dev(s) sit down and actually explain how to play this game without having to guess
everything. Even then... the game will probably still be frustratingly poorly controlled and directionless (pun not intended).. Buy
it. Seriously. There is bombastic big♥♥♥♥♥♥kamikadze bimbos wearing high heels and bikini.. Much better game than I
thought it would be. Brings out my fear of hights like windlands does, that's a good thing.. This game.... If nor one of the
BESTTTTTTTTTT RPGMaker games I EVER played
The comedy in this game is AWESOME!!!!!!!! AHAHAAHAHAHH, So many good jokes and cute lines
The characters are amazing, every single one of them.
The story is just great whit many, many side quests so you won't get bored
Many types of enemies, some are strong, very strong some weak, so you fight weak then come back to strong one,because in
some RPG maker games, where ever you are the enemies are same level,
here in one place you have like 3 types of enemies already,
The world is very nicely done, many there can be some new things in the world, I am an RPG maker veteran player ,
i played like 100 and 100 of games, I really don't see here any new stuff, only some new magic, that is really good
Here every hero has a ton aaaaaaaa ton of magic and spells, which is amazing, and I love it
So overall AMAZING game, buy it ppl and play it.. For the price, it's a really fun game. It's the sort of game you play on a
laptop while chilling watching tv. Also is a good port, which is coming less and less common with IOS ports to PC. Good job
devs!. It's fun for the Bass.
Don't know for the Guitar.. It kinda...... you know... brown :|. VR at it's best. Amazing that this game is made by only 1 guy.

About the game :
- Everything is so detailed your mind plays tricks on you, from the guns to the enemies even the surroundings. Once my brains
thought the rock I was hidding behind was so real, I thought lending on it with the result I smacked my face onto the ground :-)
- Shooting and aiming is also very accurate. If you aim right the enemies die a lot faster!
- There are some really creepy ennemies that give you the chill's if they sneak up to you from behind.
- Without giving to much information, near the end of the game there is a scene where I constantly had goosebumps all over my
body and my heart was racing like never expierenced in games before.
- The shooting range is a big plus, so you can test and see which guns the developer has prepared for you.
- Bitcoin multiplier is a cool feature, even a little bit more for the guys owning some crypto's, when they experience the game is
more difficult they are earning money :-)
- Auto\/Manual reloading option add's variaty, realism and difficulty to the game.
- There are difficulty levels for everybody, from easy to very difficult.
- A save game option gives you the opportunity to stop for a while so your heartrate can return back to a normal state after
pumping you up.

Tips :
- If possible maybe try and add a multiplayer feature, so you can play against your friends
- Keep on updating so the game get's even better!

I really recommend buying this game as it is a game you have never played before. Every VR enthousiast should buy this game
as it is very sharply priced!

Taking into account that it is developed by one single person is just amazing!!!

Thumbs UP!!!!
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